














































































set, with a mid-point estimate of $1 8.78, and aggregate net benefits of $212 to $642 million, 
with a mid-point estimate of $427 million, from all mattress sets produced the first year the 
staffs draft final standard is mandated and sold outside California (using a mattress life of 10 
years, a 3 percent discount rate, and the same effectiveness for injuries as used in the baseline 
analysis). Also, assuming a smaller number of deaths and injuries before the staffs draft 
final standard is mandated (a smaller baseline risk) would still result in positive net benefits. 
A 50 percent reduction in baseline death and injury risks yields net benefits of $0.09 to 
$20.1 6 per mattress set, with a mid-point estimate of $10.12, and aggregate net benefits of $2 
to $5 I5 million. with a mid-point estimate of $259 million, from all mattress sets produced 
the first year the mattress standard is mandated (using a mattress life of 10 years, a 3 percent 
discount rate, and the estimated effectiveness measures used in the baseline analysis). 

The estimates of aggregate benefits, costs, and net benefits (presented in Table 6) are 
based on the assumption that compliance before the promulgation of the staffs draft final 
standard was limited to California, which represents a market share of 1 1 percent. If, instead, 
we assume that current (October 2005) production shares would continue in the absence of 
the staffs draft final standard, the expected aggregate benefits, costs, and net benefits 
associated with the staffs draft final standard will decline. Assuming that the top four 
producers continue to produce the same percent of TB 603-complying mattress sets that they 
are now (one producing complying mattress sets nationwide, the other three producing 15 
percent to 20 percent complying mattress sets), while all others produce complying mattress 
sets only in California, then the ranges for the mid-point estimates for aggregate benefits, 
costs, and net benefits are $952 million to $981 million, $280 million to $288 million, and 
$672 million to $692 million respectively.34 These aggregate benefits are associated with one 
year's worth of mattress output. Summing all benefits over all mattress output over the time 
period during which the staffs draft final standard remains effective would result in much 
more positive benefits than indicated here. 

Impact on Retail Prices 

One of the top four mattress manufacturers in the industry has re-merchandised its 
product lines to lower the costs of other materials so that total costs (and prices) are the same 
as they were before the production of mattress sets that comply with TB603. Other 
manufacturers have indicated that they will have to increase their price which, according to 
some manufacturers and based on reported traditional industry mark-ups, might translate to 
an increase in the retail price to consumers that could reach approximately four-fold the 
increase in manufacturers' costs. Hence the average increase in the price at which mattress 
manufacturers are willing to sell their products (supply price) will be anywhere between the 
price of a similar mattress set without FR material and that price plus four times the increase 

34 These ranges are based on the estimated market share of complying mattresses produced by the one 
producer selling complying mattresses nationwide (13.9 percent), the estimated market share of the 
remaining three of the top four producers who are selling some complying outside Califomia (43.4 
percent), and the estimated market share of all remaining producers (42.7 percent). With these three 
groups producing complying mattresses representing all output, 15 to 20 percent of output, and 1 I 
percent of output (for California) respectively, the resulting U.S. market share of complying 
mattresses is 25.1 to 27.3 percent. (Estimated market shares are derived from Fumiture/Today, May 
30,2005.) 












































































